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Take a power break
Choose a program that suits your mood and desires.

Benefit from an enriching wellness experience  
that respects the environment.  

The benefits of the sea
A stay at Thalassa Sea & Spa means a wonderfully relaxing and 

regenerating break in contact with an essential element: the sea.
Your senses awaken to the purifying, soothing and relaxing benefits  

of heated seawater. You come to appreciate the virtues  
of this coastal environment in all its forms: fresh produce, 

 fitness sessions on the beach, seawater treatments, and more.  
Fill your lungs with fresh sea air, stock up on trace elements  

and negative ions, and leave fully recharged after your stay.

More than 50 years of attentive expertise
Our experts’ innovations boost your wellness. We offer new techniques 

for treatments and letting go, online assessments and programs, 
expert cosmetic brands and much more.

Exceptional destinations
A preserved island or secluded beach.  

In France, Sardinia or Morocco...

Each day, we aim to provide a positive hospitality experience  
with Planet 21, Accor’s sustainable development program.

For more information, visit all.accor.com.
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Journey to  
the Quiberon   
Peninsula

B R E A T H E  D E E P L Y
at the tip of the Quiberon Peninsula, 

surrounded by the ocean’s reviving air.  
It is time for a well-deserved break  

from your daily life.

R E V I T A L I Z E
thanks to the numerous virtues of seawater, 

found in the marine treatments,  
seaweed wraps, fresh sea produce,  

and invigorating sea air. Here, the ocean 
regenerates and revitalizes. 

M A I N TA I N  
Y O U R  H E A LT H

thanks to personalized programs,  
balanced local gastronomy  

and the world-renowned benefits  
of seawater spa treatments.

S U R R O U N D 
Y O U R S E L F

with a team of attentive experts  
and Sofitel ambassadors, all of whom  

are entirely dedicated to your wellness. 

E M B A R K
on a wellness journey by the sea,  

where everything is designed  
to delight –a Breton experience  
for reconnecting body and mind.

4 5
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The experience
Dedicated entirely to your comfort  
and wellness, this 5-star hotel offers 
a magnificent view of Belle-Île-en-Mer. 
Take in the panorama and breathe in 
the bracing sea air. You are immediately 
invigorated and revitalized. 

Rooms & Suites
Ocean or inland view?  
Whatever your choice, MyBed by Sofitel 
offers you supreme comfort and rest  
for a rejuvenating break in the calm  
and tranquility of our resort. 

An ideal setting  
for recharging your batteries

…with a short supply chain
At Sofitel Quiberon, we make it a point of  
honor to prioritize short supply chains and  
quality products in order to offer our guests an 
even more sustainable and eco-friendly cuisine. 
With the exception of salmon, all our fish are 
local and come from the nearby Morbihan fish 
auctions. Our meat and poultry are sourced from 
Brittany, and all our fruits and vegetables are 
organic and seasonal.

Restaurants & Bars

Coastal cuisine...  
Chef Patrick Barbin and his team offer  
a menu filled with flavors of the sea,  
inspired by Brittany and the resort’s 
oceanfront setting. 
From breakfast to dinner, and including  
our So’Breizh Brunch on Sundays, every  
meal is a moment of pleasure combined  
with a magnificent ocean view.

DELUXE SUITE

7

OUR CHEF P. BARBIN WITH P’TIT JO,  
OUR SUPPLIER OF BRETON LOBSTERS

Wellness gastronomy 
In addition, our chef takes care of your health by offering a wellness cuisine that is light and revolves 
around your weight-loss goal. With calibrated meals and an expert team dedicated to the success  
of your diet, you will have all the tools for long-lasting results. 

OCTOPUS SALAD, LA PRESQU’ILE RESTAURANT
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Our programs are organized on alternate mornings and afternoons.
The fitness area is reserved for guests staying at our Sofitel hotels.

Seawater Spa 

9

Long-lasting effects  
To make the most of your treatment 
program and see lasting results, even  
once you are back at home, this year  
our experts are offering follow-up sessions 
by videoconference.  
Dieticians, yoga instructors, relaxation 
therapists, fitness trainers... all our experts 
will be there for you. 

Hydrotherapy Pool
Our hydrotherapy pool is getting a 
complete makeover and will reopen  
this summer with new seawater options: 
aqua mattresses, bubble seats with  
relaxing geysers, sequential multi-toning 
jets, swan-neck waterspouts, a cold water 
corridor, and an outdoor seawater whirlpool 
with a magnificent view of Belle-Ile-en-Mer! 
While waiting to experience this brand 
new hydrotherapy pool, we invite you 
to take full advantage of our semi-
Olympic heated seawater pool.

An ocean of wellness 

Seawater possesses numerous well-known and highly recognized virtues for both  
the body and the mind. It remineralizes the body to strengthen mobility, boosts 
hydration and regeneration of the epidermis, relaxes muscles and relieves stress, 
detoxifies thanks to its high iodine content, and significantly improves blood  
circulation for a beneficial effect on the entire cardiovascular system. 
 It is a veritable ocean of wellness at your fingertips.

My Seawater Spa Follow-Up at Home  

Available for the programs on P. 19, 23, 29 and 33. 

* Noncontractual photos.
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Sea, Sun & Fun

Fitness & Leisure Activities
Breathe in the fresh air

Fill your lungs with fresh sea air as you join us for outdoor activities:  
respirology, coached sessions on the beach or by mountain bike,  
Nordic walking, and more. Accompanied by our exercise specialists  
or relaxation experts, you will enjoy the benefits of sea air while discovering  
our magnificent region.

Choose from a whole catalog of outdoor activities

Quiberon Peninsula is a paradise for outdoor activities, with surfing, kite surfing, 
land yachting, paddleboarding, golf and more. There’s something for all tastes  
and all levels in this exceptional setting.
And to fully enjoy your stay and to discover this magnificent region with complete 
freedom, our resort rents out a variety of electric vehicles: cars, mopeds,  
scooters and bicycles.
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My Power Break

Choose the goal of your stay: 
Energy - Serenity - Detox - Radiance - Recovery - Tailor-made

1

Choose the pace of your stay: 
Discovery - Balance - High Precision

2

3 Choose your program according to the  
goal and pace of your stay.

Choose your program according to  
the goal and pace of your stay.
See next page.

strong*
High precision

I want to discover  
treatments, learn about  
sports activities, get to  
know the region, and take  
time out for myself. 

I want expert support as  
I work toward improving  
my wellness and to help me 
attain specific and ambitious 
health goals. 

* strong = ready to face the world* slow = more time for you

slow*
Time  

for discovery

balanced*
Creating  
harmony

I want to find the perfect 
balance between the 
treatments and activities  
of my choice to get fit  
and regain my vitality.

* balanced = more positive outlook

3

2 Choose the pace of your stay
3 intensity levels

energy serenity detox

recovery

I want soothing treatments  
& to learn to let go.

radiance

I want to find my inner  
& outer glow.

I want to control my weight  
& find balance.

I want to maintain my health  
& sleep better. 

I want to move my body  
& get back in shape.

tailor-made

Choose the goal of your stay.

The 3 steps of your Thalassa Sea & Spa program

1

I want to design my own 
outstanding program.

Stays from 1 to 6 nights or more



strong
High precision

strong
High precision

balanced
Creating  
harmony

balanced
Creating  
harmony

slow
Time  

for discovery

slow
Time  

for discovery
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I want to control my weight  
& find balance.

detox

my Perfect Harmony  
& Slimming break 

p.32

my Expert Care break 
p.28

my Balanced break  
p.30recovery

I want to maintain my health 
& sleep better. 

my Sea & Spa break  
for Women  

p.26

my Sea & Spa break  
for Men 

p.27

my Active  
Unplugged break  

p.22

my Seaside break  
p.38

my Sports Skills break 
p.18

energy

I want to move my body  
& get back in shape.

radiance

I want to find my inner  
& outer glow.

serenity

I want soothing treatments  
& to learn to let go.

slow = more time for you, balanced = more positive outlook, strong = ready to face the world

My Power Break

With the help of our experts, design your own seaside break  
or wellness break.

my Wellness break,  
My Way 

my wellness break in total freedom

p.36

my Wellness break,  
My Way 

my wellness break in total freedom 

p.34I want to design my own 
outstanding program.

tailor-made

I choose my program according to  
the goal and pace of my stay.

3

my Vitamin-Packed break    
p.20 

 my Sea & Wellness break    
p.21 

New in 2022
my Marine Therapy break 

p.16 

my Zen break  
p.25 

my Oceans Escape break  
p.24
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JET SHOWER

6 days

23 treatments 
+ 1 session with our experts /

6 nights including  
2 meals per day

From €2 ,274* 
per person 

double occupancy 
inland view

INFORMATION  
& BOOKINGS

+33 (0)2 97 50 48 88
www.thalassa.com

TREATMENT DETAILS 
PAGE 42 - 43

NORDIC WALKING

My Marine Therapy Break 
I want to recharge and rejuvenate thanks  
to the unique wellness benefits of seawater.

Get a full check-up
•  1 nutrition and lifestyle counseling  

session with our dieticians

Prepare your skin for the benefits  
of active marine ingredients
•  1 vichy shower scrub

Replenish your store of minerals,  
trace elements and vitamins
•  2 hydromassage seawater baths

• 3 remineralizing wraps

• 1 relaxing vichy shower

•  1 hydrolegs session to stimulate   
circulation

Relax and unwind with a deep 
massage using a jet of seawater
•  2 purifying seawater baths

• 1 relaxing jet shower

• 1 seated jet shower targeting  
 the back(1)

• 2 sculpting seawater massages(1)

Enjoy the benefits of weightlessness  
in our seawater pool
•  2 underwater jets sessions: relaxing 

and soothing massage in front of  
a jet operated by a hydrotherapist

•  1 aqua Pilates session led by a swim 
instructor trained in the Pilates method

Combine the virtues of seawater  
with our expertise
•  1 aquatic osteopathy session (a total 

of two 50-minute sessions:  
the first in the fitness area and  
the second in the pool)

•  1 AquaSensoriel session: gentle floating  
movements, guided by an expert(1)

Fill your lungs with reinvigorating  
sea air
•  1 “Land & Sea” mindfulness walk  

on the beach
•  1 seaside Nordic walk led by a trainer,  

along with a discovery tour of the 
magnificent Pointe de Conguel

Pamper yourself with marine  
beauty products
•  1 Thalassa Sea & Skin body treatment (50 min)
• 1 Thalassa Sea & Skin facial (50 min)

New in 2022

New in 2022

FACIAL

energy

Strong
High precision

Each day, you drink a phial of Quinton Serum as a supplement to your treatments 
and in order to stimulate cellular regeneration and remineralize your body.

* Double occupancy in a Classic room with inland view at Sofitel Thalassa. See details and conditions at thalassa.com.
The durations given are the actual durations of the treatments. Please remember to include the time necessary for your arrival  
and preparation.

(1) As a precaution during the pandemic and depending on the health measures in force, certain treatments may be subject 
to changes or substitutions. For example: seated jet shower, vichy shower massage or scrub, AquaSensoriel session.

YOUR PROGRAM COMPRISING 24 TREATMENTS OVER 6 DAYS
Program takes place from Monday to Saturday.
Half-day treatments, organized on alternate mornings and afternoons.

 As a bonus:
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ACTIVITY IN THE POOL WITH  
A FITNESS TRAINER

energy

Strong
High precision

4 to 6 days

29 treatments and activities
+ 3 sessions with our experts /

6 nights, all meals included

From €2 ,952* 

per person 
double occupancy 

inland view

My Sports Skills break  
I want to get back into sports or to optimize  
my skills with full support.

Determine your health  
and fitness levels
•  1 check-up with a fitness trainer

•  2 nutrition and lifestyle counseling 
sessions with our dieticians

Breathe and recover
•  1 remineralizing wrap and  

1 lighter legs wrap

• 2 hydromassage seawater baths

• 1 MusicÔrelax hydrojet session

• 2 jet showers

• 1 purifying seawater bath

• 1 vichy shower massage(1)

• 1 vitality massage (50 min)

•  3 partial-body cryotherapy  
sessions

Tone your body and build muscle
•  6 group activities with a trainer (90 min 

per session) on alternate mornings and 
afternoons, including:  

 - 3 activities in the fitness area
 -  3 outdoor activities: Nordic walking,   

mountain biking, paddleboarding 
(depending on the season and the weather)

•  1 session on the AlterG® anti-gravity treadmill

Regain strength thanks to the benefits  
of seawater 
• 3 toning underwater jets sessions

•  1 activity in the pool with a fitness trainer  
to choose from aquatraining(1), aqua Pilates  
or aquabiking

Capitalize on your efforts
•  1 yoga session

• 3 stretching sessions

•  1 sensory gymnastics session to learn  
how to warm up before sports and  
cool down afterwards

Personal Training Option — Extra
•  For even greater results, opt for 6 personal 

training sessions (90 minutes each) instead of 
the 6 group activities led by a fitness trainer.

 As a bonus:  

A cardio watch and transmitter are our gift to you when you book your first stay  
of at least 6 days.

ALTERG® ANTI-GRAVITY  
TREADMILL

CRYOTHERAPY

 My Seawater Spa Follow-Up at Home    

When you get back home, continue to benefit from the advice of the experts  
you met during your stay thanks to videoconferencing.

Programs available over 4 days (20 
treatments) and 5 days (25 treatments).

YOUR PROGRAM COMPRISING 32 TREATMENTS OVER 6 DAYS
Treatments throughout the day

18

INFORMATION  
& BOOKINGS

+33 (0)2 97 50 48 88
www.thalassa.com

TREATMENT DETAILS 
PAGE 42 - 43

* Double occupancy in a Classic room with inland view at Sofitel Thalassa. See details and conditions at thalassa.com.
The durations given are the actual durations of the treatments. Please remember to include the time necessary for your arrival  
and preparation.

(1) As a precaution during the pandemic and depending on the health measures in force, certain treatments may be subject 
to changes or substitutions. For example: seated jet shower, vichy shower massage or scrub, AquaSensoriel session.
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HYDROMASSAGE BATHSEAWEED WRAP

RELAXING VICHY SHOWER

ZEN MASSAGE

energy

balanced
Creating  
harmony

4 to 6 days

 
treatments per day /

6 nights including  
2 meals per day

From €1 ,824* 

per person 
double occupancy   

inland view

INFORMATION  
& BOOKINGS

+33 (0)2 97 50 48 88
www.thalassa.com

My Vitamin-Packed break

Relax
•  2 massages (25 min): Zen or Vitality
• 1 vichy shower massage(1) 
 

Regenerate
•  3 hydromassage seawater baths
• 2 relaxing and soothing vichy showers
• 3 MusicÔrelax hydrojet sessions
•  1 hydrolegs session to stimulate  

circulation
• 2 relaxing jet showers
•  3 wraps: remineralizing,  

lighter legs, marine mud
• 1 purifying seawater bath

Strengthen the body
•  6 activities in the pool with  

a fitness trainer to choose from:  
-  underwater jets session: relaxing  

and soothing massage in front of  
a jet operated by a hydrotherapist

 - hydrotherapy pool session* :  
  a series of dynamic exercises   
  followed by a relaxing massage and  
  a moment of calm and tranquility,  
  all led by a hydrotherapist

 - aquavitality: toning aqua aerobics  
  led by a swim instructor

 -   aquabiking: a fun and original  
 cardio session

 - aqua Pilates session led by a swim  
  instructor trained in the Pilates method

 -  aquatraining(1): fun toning exercises

energy

balanced
Creating  
harmony

1 to 3 days
 

From 1 day / 3 treatments 
and activities per day /

1 night including breakfast

From €213 * 

per person 
double occupancy  

inland view

I want long-lasting fitness.

TREATMENT DETAILS  
PAGE 42 - 43

Programs available over 4 days (16 treatments) and 5 days (20 treatments).

ACTIVITY IN THE POOL  
WITH A FITNESS TRAINER

My Sea & Wellness break 

Each day
•  3 seawater treatments, including 1 activity in the pool with a fitness trainer

I want to discover and enjoy the benefits of marine wellbeing.

My 1-day break:
•  1  hydromassage seawater bath

• 1  MusicÔrelax hydrojet session

•  1 activity in the pool with a fitness 
trainer to choose from underwater jets 
session, hydrotherapy pool session*, 
aqua aerobics or aquabiking

My 2-day break:
•  1 hydromassage seawater bath

• 1 remineralizing seaweed wrap

• 1 MusicÔrelax hydrojet session

• 1 jet shower

•  2 activities in the pool with a fitness 
trainer to choose from underwater jets 
session, hydrotherapy pool session*, 
aqua aerobics or aquabiking

My 3-day break:
•  2 hydromassage seawater baths

• 1 MusicÔrelax hydrojet session

• 1 remineralizing seaweed wrap

• 1 jet shower

• 1 purifying seawater bath

•  3 activities in the pool with a fitness 
trainer to choose from underwater jets 
session, hydrotherapy pool session*, 
aqua aerobics or aquabiking

JET SHOWER

*Hydrotherapy pool: available again in summer 2022. *Hydrotherapy pool: available again in summer 2022.

YOUR PROGRAM COMPRISING 24 TREATMENTS OVER 6 DAYS
Half-day treatments, organized on alternate mornings and afternoons

YOUR PROGRAM COMPRISING 3 TREATMENTS PER DAY
Half-day treatments, organized on alternate mornings and afternoons

INFORMATION  
& BOOKINGS

+33 (0)2 97 50 48 88
www.thalassa.com

TREATMENT DETAILS 
PAGE 42 - 43

* Double occupancy in a Classic room with inland view at Sofitel Thalassa. See details and conditions at thalassa.com.
The durations given are the actual durations of the treatments. Please remember to include the time necessary for your arrival  
and preparation.

(1) As a precaution during the pandemic and depending on the health measures in force, certain treatments may be subject 
to changes or substitutions. For example: seated jet shower, vichy shower massage or scrub, AquaSensoriel session.

* Double occupancy in a Classic room with inland view at Sofitel Thalassa. See details and conditions at thalassa.com.
The durations given are the actual durations of the treatments. Please remember to include the time necessary for your arrival  
and preparation.

(1) As a precaution during the pandemic and depending on the health measures in force, certain treatments may be subject 
to changes or substitutions. For example: seated jet shower, vichy shower massage or scrub, AquaSensoriel session.
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MICRO NAP

SEASIDE NORDIC WALK

I want a power timeout to restart my wellness journey.

My Active Unplugged break

22

serenity

balanced
Creating  
harmony

4 to 6 days

4 treatments per day  / 
6 nights including  
2 meals per day

From €2 ,214 * 

per person 
double occupancy  

inland view

Adopt healthy habits
•  1 nutrition and lifestyle counseling 

session with our dieticians

• 1 check-up with your fitness trainer

Recharge your batteries by  
replenishing your store of minerals, 
trace elements and vitamins
• 3 hydromassage seawater baths

• 1 relaxing vichy shower

• 2 remineralizing wraps

• 1 seated jet shower targeting the back(1)

Learn how to disconnect  
on a daily basis
•  1 micro nap session to learn how to 

wind down and then re-energize

•  1 Do In self-massage session to learn 
how to decompress at any time

• 1 stretching session

Learn to let go and regain focus
• 1 Nidra yoga session

• 1 sensory meditation session (50 min)

•  1 energy respirology session to learn 
how to breathe better

Release tension and stress
• 1 seaside Nordic walk

• 1 personalized training session in  
 the fitness area or pool (30 min)

Unwind and relax
• 1 vichy shower massage(1) 

• 1 back massage (25 min) 

•  1 Thalassa Sea & Skin soothing  
back treatment

• 1 purifying seawater bath

• 2 MusicÔrelax hydrojet sessions

Restore radiance
•  1 Thalassa Sea & Skin facial (50 min)

Programs available over 4 days (16 treatments) and 5 days (20 treatments).

HYDROMASSAGE  
SEAWATER BATH

 My Seawater Spa Follow-Up at Home    

When you get back home, continue to benefit from the advice of the experts  
you met during your stay thanks to videoconferencing. 

 Individual Wellness Coaching Option     

For even more personalization, opt for one-on-one wellness and relaxation sessions.

YOUR PROGRAM COMPRISING 24 TREATMENTS OVER 6 DAYS
Program takes place from Monday to Saturday
Half-day treatments, organized on alternate mornings and afternoons

INFORMATION  
& BOOKINGS

+33 (0)2 97 50 48 88
www.thalassa.com

TREATMENT DETAILS 
PAGE 42 - 43

* Double occupancy in a Classic room with inland view at Sofitel Thalassa. See details and conditions at thalassa.com.
The durations given are the actual durations of the treatments. Please remember to include the time necessary for your arrival  
and preparation.

(1) As a precaution during the pandemic and depending on the health measures in force, certain treatments may be subject 
to changes or substitutions. For example: seated jet shower, vichy shower massage or scrub, AquaSensoriel session.
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SIGNATURE HOT STONE  
MASSAGE

HYDROMASSAGE SEAWATER BATH

RELAXING VICHY SHOWER

ZEN MASSAGE

serenity

balanced
Creating  
harmony

serenity

balanced
Creating  
harmony

4 à 6 jours

4 treatments per day / 
6 nights including  
2 meals per day

From €2 ,454* 

per person  
double occupancy  

inland view

1 to 3 days

From 1 day  /  
3 treatments per day /  

1 night including breakfast

From €248* 

per person 
double occupancy  

inland view

My Oceans Escape break 

Prepare your skin  
• 1 body scrub 

The virtues of seaweed and 
seawater for revitalization
• 6 remineralizing seaweed wraps

• 2 purifying seawater baths

• 1 AquaSensoriel session(1)

•  1 seated jet shower targeting  
the back(1)

• 2 hydromassage seawater baths

• 2 MusicÔrelax hydrojet sessions

•  2 relaxing and soothing  
vichy showers

Enjoy some pampering
•  1 Thalassa Sea & Skin Souffle  

de Fraîcheur facial

I want to revitalize with seawater  
and relax with a different massage every day.

Embark on a sensory journey  
around the world
•  6 seas & oceans massages (50 min) 

 Home port in Quiberon Bay:   
 1 discovery massage

 The peaceful Pacific:  
 1 Zen Californian massage

 A Mediterranean breeze:   
 1 Middle Eastern oil ceremony massage

 Shores of the Baltic Sea:  
 1 deep tissue Swedish massage

 The open Indian Ocean:  
 1 Abhyanga Indian massage

 Across the Atlantic:  
 1 Native American hot stone massage

MUSICÔRELAX  
HYDROJET SESSION

Programs available over 4 days (16 treatments) and 5 days (20 treatments).

My Zen break
I want to feel cozy and pampered.

Each day
• 2 seawater treatments and 1 massage (25 min)

My 1-day break:
•  1 hydromassage seawater bath

• 1 relaxing and soothing vichy shower

• 1 Zen massage (25 min)

My 2-day break:
•  1 hydromassage seawater bath

• 1 relaxing and soothing vichy shower

• 1 seaweed wrap

• 1 MusicÔrelax hydrojet session

• 1 Zen massage (25 min)

• 1 vichy shower massage(1)

My 3-day break:
•  2 hydromassage seawater baths

• 1 MusicÔrelax hydrojet session

• 1 relaxing and soothing vichy shower

• 1 remineralizing seaweed wrap

• 1 purifying seawater bath

• 1 Zen massage (25 min)

• 1 vichy shower massage(1)

• 1 back massage (25 min)

RELAXING VICHY SHOWER

YOUR PROGRAM COMPRISING 24 TREATMENTS OVER 6 DAYS
Half-day treatments, organized on alternate mornings and afternoons

YOUR PROGRAM COMPRISING 3 TREATMENTS PER DAY 
Half-day treatments, organized on alternate mornings and afternoons

INFORMATION  
& BOOKINGS

+33 (0)2 97 50 48 88
www.thalassa.com

TREATMENT DETAILS 
PAGE 42 - 43

* Double occupancy in a Classic room with inland view at Sofitel Thalassa. See details and conditions at thalassa.com.
The durations given are the actual durations of the treatments. Please remember to include the time necessary for your arrival  
and preparation.

(1) As a precaution during the pandemic and depending on the health measures in force, certain treatments may be subject 
to changes or substitutions. For example: seated jet shower, vichy shower massage or scrub, AquaSensoriel session.

* Double occupancy in a Classic room with inland view at Sofitel Thalassa. See details and conditions at thalassa.com.
The durations given are the actual durations of the treatments. Please remember to include the time necessary for your arrival  
and preparation.

(1) As a precaution during the pandemic and depending on the health measures in force, certain treatments may be subject 
to changes or substitutions. For example: seated jet shower, vichy shower massage or scrub, AquaSensoriel session.

INFORMATION  
& BOOKINGS

+33 (0)2 97 50 48 88
www.thalassa.com

TREATMENT DETAILS  
PAGE 42 - 43
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AQUAGYM

radiance

1 to 3 days

From 1 day / 
3 treatments per day / 

1 night including breakfast

From €268* 

per person 
double occupancy  

inland view

My Sea & Spa break for Men

Day 1 treatments:
• 1 hydromassage seawater bath

• 1 AlterG® session*

• 1 vitality massage (50 min)

Day 2 treatments:
• 1 MusicÔrelax hydrojet session

•  1 Total Relaxation facial  
massage (25 min)

•  1 Thalassa Sea & Skin soothing  
back treatment (50 min)

I want to take better care of myself.

Day 3 treatments:
• 1 purifying seawater bath

• 1 personalized coaching session (25 min)

•  1 signature hot stone massage (50 min)

PURIFYING SEAWATER BATH

PERSONALIZED SPORTS COACHING

SOOTHING BACK TREATMENT

Each day
•  1 seawater treatment, 1 25-minute spa treatment or fitness activity,  

1 50-minute spa treatment

ZEN MASSAGE

My Sea & Spa break for Women  
I want to combine the pleasures of seawater  
and spa treatments.

Day 1 treatments:
• 1 hydromassage seawater bath

• 1 body scrub*

• 1 Zen massage (50 min)

Day 2 treatments:
• 1 MusicÔrelax hydrojet session

• 1 Total Relaxation facial massage  
 (25 min)

• 1 Thalassa Sea & Skin body  
 treatment (50 min)

Day 3 treatments:
• 1 purifying seawater bath

• 1 Thalassa Sea & Skin facial* (25 min)

• 1 signature hot stone massage (50 min)

FACIAL 

PURIFYING SEAWATER BATH

1 to 3 days
 

From 1 day / 
3 treatments per day / 

1 night including breakfast

From €268* 
  

per person  
double occupancy  

inland view

radiance

Strong
High precision

Strong
High precision

Each day
•  1 seawater treatment, 1 25-minute spa treatment, 1 50-minute spa treatment

*If you are into sports, replace the 25-minute spa treatments with activities with a fitness trainer: 
1 AlterG® session (Day 1) and 1 personalized coaching session (30 minutes, Day 3).  
– Specify your preferences when booking.

*If you prefer relaxing and soothing treatments over sports, replace the physical activity sessions  
with 25-minute spa treatments: 1 body scrub (Day 1) and 1 Thalassa Sea & Skin facial (Day 3).  
– Specify your preferences when booking.

YOUR PROGRAM COMPRISING 3 TREATMENTS PER DAY
Half-day treatments, organized on alternate mornings and afternoons

YOUR PROGRAM COMPRISING 3 TREATMENTS PER DAY
Half-day treatments, organized on alternate mornings and afternoons

INFORMATION  
& BOOKINGS

+33 (0)2 97 50 48 88
www.thalassa.com

TREATMENT DETAILS 
PAGE 42 - 43

INFORMATION  
& BOOKINGS

+33 (0)2 97 50 48 88
www.thalassa.com

TREATMENT DETAILS  
PAGE 42 - 43

* Double occupancy in a Classic room with inland view at Sofitel Thalassa. See details and conditions at thalassa.com.
The durations given are the actual durations of the treatments. Please remember to include the time necessary for your arrival  
and preparation.

(1) As a precaution during the pandemic and depending on the health measures in force, certain treatments may be subject 
to changes or substitutions. For example: seated jet shower, vichy shower massage or scrub, AquaSensoriel session.

* Double occupancy in a Classic room with inland view at Sofitel Thalassa. See details and conditions at thalassa.com.
The durations given are the actual durations of the treatments. Please remember to include the time necessary for your arrival  
and preparation.

(1) As a precaution during the pandemic and depending on the health measures in force, certain treatments may be subject 
to changes or substitutions. For example: seated jet shower, vichy shower massage or scrub, AquaSensoriel session.
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PHYSICAL THERAPY SESSION

I want to ease my pain and recover mobility,  
strength and flexibility with a personalized plan. 

recovery

6 days

20 treatments  
+ 3 sessions with our experts / 

6 nights including  
2 meals per day

From €2 ,754*  

per person 
double occupancy 

inland view

Strong
High precision

REHARMONIZATION SESSION  
IN THE SEAWATER POOL 

 My Seawater Spa Follow-Up at Home   

When you get back home, continue to benefit from the advice of the experts  
you met during your stay thanks to videoconferencing. 

My Expert Care break 

Get a full check-up
•  1 session with our physical therapist 

prior to your arrival

•  1 physical therapy assessment  
on the first day of treatments

•  1 nutrition and lifestyle counseling 
session with our dieticians

Improve mobility and relieve pain
• 4 individual physical therapy  
 sessions (80 min)

• 2 individual sessions in the pool 
 led by a physical therapist

• 1 osteopathy session

• 1 fasciatherapy session:  
 a manual therapy to gently revive  
 the body’s connective tissues

Regain strength, flexibility  
and coordination
• 3 individual and adapted sessions  
 in the fitness area with a trainer

• 1 individual yoga session  

• 1 energy respirology session  
 to learn how to breathe better

Revitalize and remineralize  
with seawater
• 2 relaxing marine mud wraps

• 1 relaxing and soothing vichy shower

• 1 hydromassage seawater bath

• 1 hydrolegs session to stimulate  
 circulation

Revive and re-energize
• 1 partial-body cryotherapy session  
 or 1 lighter legs wrap, depending  
 on your treatment plan  

• 1 MusicÔrelax hydrojet session

FASCIATHERAPY
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YOUR PROGRAM COMPRISING 23 TREATMENTS OVER 6 DAYS
Program takes place from Monday to Saturday
Treatments throughout the day

INFORMATION  
& BOOKINGS

+33 (0)2 97 50 48 88
www.thalassa.com

TREATMENT DETAILS 
PAGE 42 - 43

* Double occupancy in a Classic room with inland view at Sofitel Thalassa. See details and conditions at thalassa.com.
The durations given are the actual durations of the treatments. Please remember to include the time necessary for your arrival  
and preparation.

(1) As a precaution during the pandemic and depending on the health measures in force, certain treatments may be subject 
to changes or substitutions. For example: seated jet shower, vichy shower massage or scrub, AquaSensoriel session.
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RELAXING BODY WRAP

Get a full check-up
•  2 nutrition and lifestyle  

counseling sessions with  
our dieticians

Prepare your skin 
• 1 body scrub 

Get back in shape and enjoy  
freedom of movement
•  2 underwater jets sessions:  

relaxing and soothing massage  
in front of a jet operated by  
a hydrotherapist

•  2 reharmonization sessions in 
 the pool led by a physical  
therapist

•  1 aqua Pilates session led by  
a swim instructor trained in  
the Pilates method

•  1 hydrotherapy pool session*:  
a series of dynamic exercises  
followed by a relaxing massage 
and a moment of calm and  
tranquility, all led by  
a hydrotherapist

Replenish your store of minerals  
and vitamins while relaxing
•  3 hydromassage seawater baths(1)

• 3 relaxing marine mud wraps

• 1 relaxing and soothing vichy shower

•  1 hydrolegs session to stimulate 
circulation

Unwind and relax
• 1 physical therapy massage (50 min)

• 1 vitality massage (50 min)

• 1 Zen massage (50 min)

• 2 purifying seawater baths

• 2 MusicÔrelax hydrojet sessions

Programs available over 4 days (16 treatments) and 5 days (20 treatments).

* Hydrotherapy pool: available again in summer 2022.

I want to stay well and maintain my healthy lifestyle.
recovery

4 to 6 days

4 treatments per day / 
6 nights including  
2 meals per day

From €2 ,094*  

per person 
double occupancy 

inland view

My Balanced break 

AQUA PILATES

VITALITY MASSAGE

balanced
Creating  
harmony

YOUR PROGRAM COMPRISING 24 TREATMENTS OVER 6 DAYS
Half-day treatments, organized on alternate mornings and afternoons

INFORMATION  
& BOOKINGS

+33 (0)2 97 50 48 88
www.thalassa.com

TREATMENT DETAILS 
PAGE 42 - 43

* Double occupancy in a Classic room with inland view at Sofitel Thalassa. See details and conditions at thalassa.com.
The durations given are the actual durations of the treatments. Please remember to include the time necessary for your arrival  
and preparation.

(1) As a precaution during the pandemic and depending on the health measures in force, certain treatments may be subject 
to changes or substitutions. For example: seated jet shower, vichy shower massage or scrub, AquaSensoriel session.
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DETOXIFYING AND  
SLIMMING WRAP

detox

6 days

30 treatments  
+ 4 sessions with our experts /

6 nights, all meals included

From €2 ,892*  

per person 
double occupancy 

inland view

Strong
High precision

CARDIO TRAINING

I want to kickstart my weight loss  
and feel good about my body.

My Perfect Harmony  
& Slimming break  

Get a full check-up
•  2 nutrition and lifestyle counseling 

sessions with our dieticians
• 1 check-up with our fitness trainers
•  1 LPG assessment and diagnosis  

by our beauticians

Prepare your skin
• 1 body scrub  

Eliminate toxins
•  3 detoxifying and slimming  

fucus seaweed wraps 

Purify and eliminate toxins thanks to 
the physical properties of seawater
• 3 slimming purifying seawater baths
• 3 slimming jet showers
• 3 slimming underwater jets sessions
• 1 slimming watermass session

Stimulate circulation
• 1 hydrolegs session
•  1 seaside Nordic walk to  

naturally stimulate the body’s 
digestive system

Purify and eliminate toxins  
with expert beauty products
•  1 Biologique Recherche Slimming 

booster treatment with glove

Exercise and tone to boost  
the metabolism
• 3 small-group cardio training  
 sessions with a fitness trainer
• 3 activities in the pool with a fitness  
 trainer to choose from aquavitality  
 and aquabiking

Benefit from advanced technology  
to slim your body
•  1 LPG body session (40 min) depending 

on your beautician’s diagnosis
•  1 Cryoskin body treatment on a zone 

according to your diagnosis 

Bring harmony to both body and mind
• 1 relaxation session for self-acceptance  
 and body positivity
• 1 “Relearning to Enjoy” tasting session
• 1 belly yoga session for boosting  
 relaxation and improving digestion

My “Taking Care of Myself” bonus  
for women
• 1 LPG facial (40 min)
• 1 Thalassa Sea & Skin Idéal Silhouette  
 treatment (50 min)

My “Taking Care of Myself” bonus for men
• 2 partial-body cryotherapy sessions  
 (equivalent to 1 treatment)
• 1 personalized coaching session (60 min)

32

My Seawater Spa Follow-Up at Home    

When you get back home, continue to benefit from the advice of the experts  
you met during your stay thanks to videoconferencing. 

BELLY YOGA

YOUR PROGRAM COMPRISING 34 TREATMENTS OVER 6 DAYS
Treatments throughout the day

INFORMATION  
& BOOKINGS

+33 (0)2 97 50 48 88
www.thalassa.com

TREATMENT DETAILS 
PAGE 42 - 43

* Double occupancy in a Classic room with inland view at Sofitel Thalassa. See details and conditions at thalassa.com.
The durations given are the actual durations of the treatments. Please remember to include the time necessary for your arrival  
and preparation.

(1) As a precaution during the pandemic and depending on the health measures in force, certain treatments may be subject 
to changes or substitutions. For example: seated jet shower, vichy shower massage or scrub, AquaSensoriel session.
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MEDITATION

SERENITY MASSAGE

HAIR CARE

energy treatments
• essential seawater spa treatments
• respirology sessions
• activities with a trainer (in the pool, the fitness area or by the sea)
• individual fitness training sessions
• sessions on the AlterG® anti-gravity treadmill

radiance treatments
• Skin Instant Lab beauty assessment
• vichy shower body scrub(1)

• Thalassa Sea & Skin face and body treatments
• Cryoskin(1) 
• Biologique Recherche facial (60 min) 
• beauty treatments
• hair care

serenity treatments
• serenity & energy massages
• vichy shower massage(1)

•  balancing treatments: respiration walk,  
introduction to meditation, Do In session

• AquaSensoriel session(1)

recovery treatments
• wraps
• back massage
• micro nap 
• expert treatments: partial-body cryotherapy, relaxing LPG

detox treatments
•  rnutrition and lifestyle counseling sessions with our dieticians 
• essential slimming seawater spa treatments
• LPG detox treatment

4 treatments per day:
•  2 treatments to choose from essential seawater spa treatments,  

activities with a fitness trainer, and check-ups
• 1 facial or body treatment or massage (20 to 25 min) 
• 1 treatment or activity (40 to 50 min)

I plan each day according to my goals and preferences.

energy

radiance

serenity

recovery

detox

tailor-made

Strong
High precision

1 to 6 days

From 1 day / 
4 treatments per day /

1 night including  
2 meals per day

From €459* 

per person 
double occupancy 

inland view

My Wellness break, 
My Way
I want a personalized  
pampering program.

Strong
High precision

34

(1) As a precaution during the pandemic and depending on the health measures in force, certain treatments may be subject  
to changes or substitutions. For example: seated jet shower, vichy shower massage or scrub, AquaSensoriel session.

To ensure the availability of treatments, your dream program is designed with you at least 15 days prior to your arrival. 
* Double occupancy in a Classic room with inland view at Sofitel Thalassa. See details and conditions at thalassa.com.
The durations given are the actual durations of the treatments. Please remember to include the time necessary for your arrival  
and preparation.

Book your treatments at least 15 days prior to arrival
Treatments throughout the day

INFORMATION  
& BOOKINGS

+33 (0)2 97 50 48 88
www.thalassa.com

TREATMENT DETAILS 
PAGE 42 - 43
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FACIAL 
SOUFFLE DE FRAÎCHEUR

energy treatments
• essential seawater spa treatments
• activities in the pool with a fitness trainer

radiance treatments
• Thalassa Sea & Skin facials (25 min) 
• vichy shower scrub(1) or marine salts scrub

serenity treatments
• Zen or Vitality massages (25 min)
• Total Relaxation face or scalp massage (20 min)

recovery treatments
• marine body wraps
• vichy shower massage(1)

• back massage
• purifying seawater bath

detox treatments
• slimming wraps
• slimming underwater jets session
• slimming jet shower

energy

radiance

serenity

Recovery

detox

My Wellness break, 
My Way
I want to choose my own treatments.

tailor-made

balanced
Creating  
harmony

1 to 6 days

From 1 day / 
4 treatments per day / 

1 night including  
2 meals per day

From €394* 

per person 
double occupancy 

inland view

ACTIVITIES IN THE POOL  
WITH A FITNESS TRAINER

PURIFYING SEAWATER BATH

36

balanced
Creating  
harmony

(1) As a precaution during the pandemic and depending on the health measures in force, certain treatments may be subject  
to changes or substitutions.  For example: seated jet shower, vichy shower massage or scrub, AquaSensoriel session.

To ensure the availability of treatments, your dream program is designed with you at least 15 days prior to your arrival. 
* Double occupancy in a Classic room with inland view at Sofitel Thalassa. See details and conditions at thalassa.com.
The durations given are the actual durations of the treatments. Please remember to include the time necessary for your arrival  
and preparation.

4 treatments per day:
•  3 essential seawater spa treatments or activities with a fitness trainer (in the pool,  

the fitness area or outdoors) 
• 1 facial or body treatment (25 minutes) or 1 massage (20 to 25 min)

I plan each day according to my goals and preferences.

Book your treatments at least 15 days prior to arrival
Treatments throughout the day

INFORMATION  
& BOOKINGS

+33 (0)2 97 50 48 88
www.thalassa.com

TREATMENT DETAILS 
PAGE 42 - 43
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REMINERALIZING WRAP

A gif t  card 
that does you good

One-day seawater treatment programs, spa rituals or 

a la carte treatments... give the gift of special moments 

to those you love. Choose from our treatments or set  

an amount for your gift card, starting at €25. 

(Gift cards valid 1 year)

To make a purchase, go to www.bon-cadeau.thalassa.com or call +33 (0)2 97 50 48 88.

All Spa & Beauty treatments are available à la carte, either individually or as a complement  
to your treatment program: spa facials and body treatments, massages, activities with  
a fitness trainer, the latest ways to let go...

We offer an experience that combines efficiency and pleasure, with moments 
of beauty and exceptional wellness. You will be the focus of all our attention.

À la carte treatments   
Spa & Beauty

For the greatest choice, book your treatments 
in advance at +33 (0)2 97 50 20 00 
www.spa.thalassa.com

Our treatment menu and experts are there to guide you in your selections.

THALASSA SEA & SKIN TREATMENT PURIFYING SEAWATER BATH

My Seaside break

tailor-made

1 day  
of treatments*

From 1 day / 1 treatment 
and 1 beach activity 

 

From €193 

per person

I want to take time out for myself.

SEASIDE NORDIC WALK

slow
Time  

for discovery

Take a break from the daily routine to relish each passing moment.  
Feel the effects of trace elements on your skin during a workout session 
or timeout on the beach.  
Let the sea take care of your wellness and reveal its astounding 
regenerative properties. 

Each day, enjoy
• Your very own “Welcome to the Sea” treatment to choose from:   
 - purifying seawater bath
 - jet shower 
 - remineralizing wrap 
 - vichy shower scrub(1)

 - vichy shower massage(1)

• Your very own beachfront activity to choose from:  
 - seaside Nordic walk
 - “Land & Sea” mindfulness walk
 - yoga

And take the time to savor time – at your own pace – 
throughout your entire stay, or be tempted by a massage  
or a session with a fitness trainer... 
Book in advance for more choices!

RESPIROLOGIE ÉNERGIE

39

*Offer reserved for hotel guests. 
**Subject to treatment availability and the weekly activity schedule.

(1) As a precaution during the pandemic and depending on the health measures in force, certain treatments may be subject  
to changes or substitutions. For example: seated jet shower, vichy shower massage or scrub, AquaSensoriel session.

VICHY SHOWER SCRUB

INFORMATION  
& BOOKINGS

+33 (0)2 97 50 48 88
www.thalassa.com

TREATMENT DETAILS  
PAGE 42 - 43
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Our partner brands 
Unique techniques and ultra-concentrated formulas for a comprehensive  
and sustainable approach. 

Long-lasting treatments for hair that is shinier, healthier and more beautiful 
than ever before. 

A natural makeup and skincare line that is gentle on your skin and provides 
optimal sun protection.

TO ORDER   
YOUR PRODUCTS 

0 805 630 298 (toll free)* 

www.boutique-thalassa.com

The Essentials
Because we believe that the beauty of nature is within us all, we offer effective solutions 
that work and innovative treatments that make you smile. Because we believe that  
the sea holds key benefits to our wellness, we combine the very best of our seawater  
spa expertise with our knowledge of marine biotechnologies. We believe that taking  
time out for oneself and for one’s body is the essence of a power break.
We have created Thalassa Sea & Skin, a range of seawater cosmetics for positive 
beauty.

•  100% Made in France.
•  100% active ingredients obtained through natural procedures
•  100% active ingredients from marine biotechnology
•   Formulas in keeping with current European legislation: paraben-free,  

no mineral oils, no animal products and not tested on animals.

*Toll free from a French landline or +33 (0)1 41 51 54 22 (Monday to Friday, 8am to 7pm)

Thalassa Sea & Skin
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Your treatments & you 
Treatment details

Seawater spa essentials

Seawater massages and marine body wraps

Breathe in. Breathe out. That is the essence of the seawater spa. Let the sea take care of you and reveal its 
astounding regenerative properties.

Each massage is a magical moment, made just for you!

Marine essentials

HYDROLEGS / lighter legs
Immersing the legs successively in warm and cold seawater, 
making them feel as light as a feather.

HYDROMASSAGE SEAWATER BATH /  
waves of wellness  
Immersed in a deliciously warm seawater bath, massaging 
underwater jets relax the body from head to toe.

RELAXING VICHY SHOWER / relaxing sea spray
The soothing effects of a fine mist of seawater sprayed 
over the body, replenishing the trace elements that are so 
essential to wellness.

SEAWEED WRAP / a cocktail of active 
ingredients and minerals
Boost the skin’s levels of vitamins, minerals and trace 
elements thanks to a cocoon of hot seaweed cream.  
Laminaria seaweed to regenerate, fucus to slim down, 
marine mud to relax... To each goal its solution. 

PURIFYING SEAWATER BATH /  
underwater massage
Entrusting your body to expert hands to fully feel the 
benefits of an underwater massage with a jet of seawater 
on your muscles, joints and cellulite areas.

JET SHOWER / massaging jet
Feel tension melt away as the practitioner guides a 
massaging jet of seawater over the body. Reboot energy 
levels, sculpt the figure or relax during a special back 
session... Everything can be adapted to your needs.

Wellness essentials

MUSICORELAX HYDROJET /  
a massaging mattress
The body and mind let go as two powerful jets massage 
your body from the ankles to the shoulders.

PRESSOTHERAPY / anti-gravity boots
Tones the legs and promotes the elimination of toxins in 
the body thanks to boots that alternate compression and 
release. 

VICHY SHOWER MASSAGE OR BODY SCRUB /  
a multisensory experience(1)

A fine mist of heated seawater softens your skin, thereby 
enhancing the benefits of the three-salts scrub or manual 
massage using a marine serum and an exclusive technique.

WATERMASS /  
rolling massage technique using seawater
Feel the benefits of a draining massage performed using 
a suction head that sprays seawater. Revive the skin and 
feel deeply relaxed, or target and sculpt problem zones... 
Everything can be adapted to your needs. 

PARTIAL-BODY CRYOTHERAPY / the benefits of cold  
Exposure to a burst of dry cold between -120 and -150°C 
(-184 and -238°F) helps relieve pain, improve recovery and 
increase resistance to stress.

CRYOSKIN / the benefits of cold
By applying extreme cold (-185°C/-301°F) to a specific 
area such as the face, neck, arms or scalp, your blood 
circulation increases, your pores become tighter and your 
skin is better able to combat sagging.

ALTERG® / anti-gravity treadmill
Allows you to build muscle in weightlessness, without putting 
stress on your joints.

Innovative treatments at Quiberon 

AQUATIC OSTEOPATHY / expertise and wellness  
This two-part session, in the fitness area then in the pool, 
combines the expertise of osteopathy and the benefits of 
seawater to relieve pain and release stress.

MICRO NAP / the secret to vitality
In the fitness area or outdoors, learn the breathing and self-
massage techniques needed to take a micro nap, allowing 
you to feel refreshed and recharged in just a few minutes.

A new treatment, the latest-generation equipment... Little things can make a huge difference.

ACTIVITIES IN THE SEAWATER POOL /  
gentle muscle strengthening
Aquavitality, aquatraining, aquazen, aquabiking, aqua 
Pilates, underwater jets, hydrotherapy pool... Small-group 
toning or relaxing sessions to improve your flexibility, 
stamina or muscle strength. Thanks to the natural buoyancy 
of seawater, you can work out safely without putting 
additional stress on your muscles and joints.

ACTIVITIES IN THE FITNESS AREA /  
strength and flexibility
Stretching, muscle strengthening, yoga... These targeted 
small-group sessions, either gentle or toning, greatly 
increase flexibility and muscle strength.

Activities with a fitness trainer
Exercise, let off steam, breathe deeply... On the beach, in the fitness area or in the seawater pool.

OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES / A breath of fresh air
Nordic or meditative walking... These small-group hikes 
along the seashore offer a gentle, holistic workout that 
uses all your major muscle groups while reoxygenating your 
system. 

RESPIROLOGY / Breath control in 3 steps
Bulle d’Air: in the pool for intense letting go.
Terre Mer: in the fitness area to learn about the benefits of 
controlled breathing.
Énergie: in the open air to control your emotions and drive. 
Three exclusive sessions to improve your balance, vitality 
and serenity.

KIB’DREN / exclusive drainage
A purifying, relaxing and toning massage, performed using 
a water jet in a heated seawater bath. This treatment 
targets your circulation, joints and muscles to release 
tension and promote deep relaxation.

SENSORY MEDITATION / intense letting go
A signature treatment based on letting go and stimulating 
the flow of energy through relaxation and meditation. 

Quiberon signature treatments

SIGNATURE TREATMENT / unique moments
This signature massage promises deep relaxation and 
privileged moments of wellness for both body and mind.

AQUASENSORIEL SESSION / an aquatic journey(1)

During a one-on-one with a coach, you feel your body 
and mind relax and move freely thanks to a series of gentle 
stretches.
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INFORMATION  
& BOOKINGS

+33 (0)2 97 50 48 88
www.thalassa.com

(1) As a precaution during the pandemic and depending on the health measures in force, certain treatments may be subject  
to changes or substitutions. For example: seated jet shower, vichy shower massage or scrub, AquaSensoriel session.



OUR DESTINATIONS
IN FR ANCE AND 
AROUND THE WORLD

QUIBERON

LE TOUQUET

TROUVILLE

ÎLE D’OLÉRON

BIARRITZ

HYÈRES

GOLFE D’AJACCIO

ESSAOUIRA (MOROCCO)

AGADIR (MOROCCO)

TIMI AMA (SARDINIA)

ZALLAQ (BAHRAIN)

THALASSA QUIBERON
SOFITEL THAL ASSA 

Boulevard Louison Bobet 

56170 Quiberon 

Information and bookings 

+33 (0)2 97 50 48 88

h0562-re@sofitel.com 

www.sofitel-quiberon-thalassa.com 

www.sofitel-quiberon-blog.com

For more information  

on the Thalassa Sea & Spa  

network and programs: 

+33 (0)1 72 95 01 12

thalassa.com

#ThalassaSeaAndSpa

@SofitelQuiberon


